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[image: Shown in 1-4 chamber with optional stand, dual purge, nitrowatch, ground watch and gas distributor.  |  1918-00A displayed]











Desiccator Cabinets with Removable Sliding Trays,Specialty Desiccator Cabinets 


Desiccator; Static-Safe, Single Wide, Static-Dissipative PVC, 4 Chambers, 18" W x 22.5" D x 53" H, 5"H Trays Without Inlays












	Available ISO Ratings: ISO 7, ISO 8
	Faraday-design provides complete static safety; conforms to DOD HDBK 263/MIL-SPEC 1686
	Sealed, nitrogen-purged cabinet ensures low-moisture, low-particle environment
	Automated humidity control system extends component shelf life
	Inlay packages easily accommodate adjustable bin sizes
	Static dissipative PVC construction protects against ESD build-up, particle aggregation



• Chamber Dimensions: 16.25" W x 20.375" D x 12.5" H
• Material: Static-Dissipative PVC
• Opening Dimensions: 16.125" W x 12.125" H
• Configuration: Single Wide
• Type: Nitrogen Purged
• Number of Chambers: 4
• Design: Free Standing
• Door Style: Leak Tight
• Tray Type: Without Inlays
• Tray Height: 5"
• Humidity Control: Nitrogen-Purged, Cabinet Level
• Number of Trays: 8
• Tray Width: 14.75"
• Unit of Measure: EA





Read more
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Terra Part #: 2567-00A

Manufactured By: Terra Universal







Warranty: 1 year parts, 90 days labor 
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 Static-Safe Desiccator Construction
   [image: alt]
 Even the slightest static discharge can spell disaster for today’s delicate components. Because the dangers of ESD (electrostatic discharge) are amplified in a low humidity environment, Terra strongly urges that you consider these measures as part of your static control program.
 Static electricity is an excess or deficiency of electrons on a surface. The total number of deficient or excess electrons determines the charge on that surface. A surface exhibiting an excess of electrons is charged negatively, and an electron-deficient surface is charged positively.
 Although static electricity has plagued the semiconductor manufacturing industry ever since the advent of integrated circuitry, its effects pose especially serious problems to today’s miniaturized, sophisticated, and expensive components. These devices can be seriously damaged or destroyed by charges much smaller than a person can typically detect.
 How are Electrostatic Charges Generated?
 Electrostatic charges are usually generated by friction between and/or separation of two dissimilar materials, at least one of which is a nonconductor or a poor conductor of electricity. The accumulated charge (static) resides on the surface of, rather than within, the charged nonconductive object.
 Electrostatic discharge (ESD) occurs when an accumulated charge (which may be present on an operator, the operator’s clothing, or on any other non-conductive object) is discharged through a conductor (which may be part of a wafer, a chip, or a packaged device), and it may occur whenever the electrostatic potential corresponding to accumulated charge is great enough.
 Acrylic or Static-Dissipative PVC Shell
 Acrylic, the most common plastic used in storage enclosures, is a prolific static generator. The act of cleaning an acrylic desiccator with a cleanroom wiper is enough to generate surface charges that can discharge onto semiconductor components. One way to avoid potentially disastrous static damage is to select Static-Dissipative PVC.
  This material not only dissipates static charges safely, but it also eliminates the particle attraction that static charges create. Surfaces stay clean, inside and out, making this material perfect for use in Class 1 cleanrooms.
 Because static-dissipative PVC is transparent and highly durable, it can be used in place of acrylic in nearly any application, desiccators included. It features a surface resistivity of approximately 107 ohms per square, placing it in the “dissipative range”. It is completely noncontaminating—with no measurable outgassing—and it resists a wide range of chemicals.
  Note: To protect Static-Dissipative PVC surfaces, desiccators made of this material must include stainless steel shields installed at the bottom of each chamber.
  Fabricated of clear acrylic or Static-Dissipative PVC, Static-Safe Storage Systems provide full 360-degree viewing of stored components. Solvent-welding and contamination-free materials guarantee a clean environment free of outgassing. Static-Safe desiccator cabinets house from one to four compartments of two different widths (see dimensional chart). Because our desiccator components are standardized, you can easily replace a damaged door.
 
 
   Stainless Steel Slide-Out Drawers and Runners
 [image: alt] The system's 304 stainless steel trays create a Faraday cage that shields stored materials against electro-static discharge (ESD). They can be easily removed and used as handling trays, eliminating the need to touch—and possibly to contaminate—sensitive microelectronic components.
 The trays mount easily into the system's runners to become slide-out drawers. Runners feature an easy-glide suspension system that supports up to 40 lbs (18.1 kg). when fully extended and allows full access to every inch of drawer space. Two-drawer compartments provide 5.25" (133 mm) of clearance and include 5”-deep (127mm) trays suitable for 4" (102 mm) waffle packs; three-drawer compartments provide 3.1875" (81 mm) of clearance and are available with 2”-deep or 3”-deep trays, suitable for 2" (51 mm) waffle packs.
 Stainless steel inlays, included in Static-Safe desiccators with 2”-deep trays, are slotted every .375” (10 mm) to permit easy insertion of stainless steel dividers (order separately). Inlay packages allow front-to-back storage of up to 192 2-inch waffle packs (with retaining dividers) in small trays, and up to 240 2-inch waffle packs in large trays.
 For enhanced static-control, select a Static-Safe Desiccator made of static-dissipative PVC, which dissipates surface charges that can attract and hold particles.
[image: alt] Although the Static-Safe desiccator configuration does not form the closed box that Faraday described, both shield and tray are at the same potential and no electric field can exist within the volume they enclose. This effect can be demonstrated simply by directing an electrical discharge at the opening between the shield and the tray. The discharge never enters the cavity, and any stored materials inside remain completely shielded from the effects of the discharge.
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Terra Part # 2567-00A




$6,462 













Usually ships in 29-35 business days
Want it faster ? Read about FasTrak




 


Accessories related to Terra Part # 
2567-00A
42024






Desiccator; Static-Safe, Single Wide, Static-Dissipative PVC, 4 Chambers, 18" W x 22.5" D x 53" H, 5"H Trays Without Inlays


View Shopping Cart
View Quote Cart
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Details & Specs 





Product Details




	Available ISO Ratings: ISO 7, ISO 8
	Faraday-design provides complete static safety; conforms to DOD HDBK 263/MIL-SPEC 1686
	Sealed, nitrogen-purged cabinet ensures low-moisture, low-particle environment
	Automated humidity control system extends component shelf life
	Inlay packages easily accommodate adjustable bin sizes
	Static dissipative PVC construction protects against ESD build-up, particle aggregation

	Includes terminal block at top rear of cabinet for easy grounding.
	Requires one RB valve and one stainless steel door frame per chamber (order separately).

	Faraday design shields static-sensitive components against electrostatic discharge (ESD)
	Plenum chamber ensures uniform distribution of purge gas to minimize backfill when access doors are opened

 


Show more






• Chamber Dimensions: 16.25" W x 20.375" D x 12.5" H
• Material: Static-Dissipative PVC
• Opening Dimensions: 16.125" W x 12.125" H
• Configuration: Single Wide
• Type: Nitrogen Purged
• Number of Chambers: 4
• Design: Free Standing
• Door Style: Leak Tight
• Tray Type: Without Inlays
• Tray Height: 5"
• Humidity Control: Nitrogen-Purged, Cabinet Level
• Number of Trays: 8
• Tray Width: 14.75"
• Unit of Measure: EA


• Marks & Listings: CE, UL, ULC
• Electrical Specifications: None 
• Weight, Product: 347 lb
• Dimensions, Product: 18" W x 22.5" D x 53" H
• Weight, Shipping: 451 lb
• Dimensions, Shipping: 24" W x 61" D x 29" H
• Package Type: Crate








Show more










Manuals & Resources 




Manuals & Resources



Manual [pdf]


Desiccator Cabinets and Humidity Controllers 


This manual provides installation and operating instructions for the following Terra desiccator lines: Adjust-A-Shelf, Pass-through, Wafer Box, Kitticator, Tape and Reel, Farracator and Series 100 through 400. The manual also covers the following RH Controllers: Flowmeter, Dual Purge System and NitroWatch. 






Blog Post


Desiccator Cabinet Features Comparison 






Tech Resource [pdf]


Desiccator Cabinets and Cleanrooms: Controlled Environments 2-16-2016 article 


Read this Controlled Environments Magazine (Feb. 16, 2016) article about the value of desiccators and what can happen without proper storage of moisture-sensitive materials. Learn what designs are appropriate for cleanroom installation. 






Tech Resource [pdf]


Desiccator Installation and Cleaning 


Recommended cleaning techniques and agents for various desiccator materials. 






Tech Resource [pdf]


Why Desiccator Storage? 


A technical overview of how desiccators extend shelf lives and increase product yields. 






Tech Resource [pdf]


Why Terra Desiccators? 


Compare the many design and fabrication features that make Terra desiccators the most efficient and durable cabinets available. 
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[image: Series 300 large double-door stainless steel desiccator cabinet with SDPVC viewing windows]




Group of 10 products


Extra-Large Stainless Steel Desiccator Cabinets, Double Door Bulk Storage


From 

As low as

$2,204 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: IsoDry nitrogen desiccator cabinets provide unsurpassed humidity uniformity; acrylic lends strength and visiblity of stored parts. Shown with optional controlle  |  3950-36F-ISO displayed]




Group of 16 products


IsoDry® Nitrogen Desiccator Cabinets


From 

As low as

$3,508 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Series 100 Kiticcator SDPVC Desiccator cabinet, shown with optional stand, RH-controls, and door frames  |  8005-00B displayed]




Group of 12 products


Kiticcator™ Kitting Tray Drawer Desiccator Cabinets


From 

As low as

$2,222 



 



Some ship in 15 - 21 days
































Other products you may find relevant




	 

 


[image: Stainless Steel and powder-coated steel stands adjust to fit cabinets, desiccators and cleanroom equipment of any size.  |  1609-20 displayed]




Group of 48 products


Universal Adjustable Base Stands


From 

As low as

$572 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Closed-cell PVC foam gasketing withstands dry environment inside desiccators  |  1100-26 displayed]





Gasketing, PVC Foam, Desiccator Door; 1/8" Thick, 3/8"W, White Norex, 50 ft. long





$85 


 



Usually Ships in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Shown with optional SS wire supports.  |  3607-03 displayed]





Stainless Steel Rack; for Tape and Reel Desiccator, 23.5''W x 7.75"D x 0.75''H





$157 


 



Usually Ships in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Accuracy: 5% @ 25C from 10% to 90%RH  |  5401-17 displayed]





Psychrometer; Digital, Handheld, AAA Batteries





$126 


 



Usually Ships in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Sealed outer shell is fabricated of static-dissipative PVC for additional ESD protection  |  2650-99 displayed]





Mobile Desiccator Cabinet; 1 Chamber, Static Dissipative PVC, 23.75" W x 28.875" D x 60.25" H ID





$7,201 


 



Usually Ships in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Stores 16,382 temperature readings and 16,382 relative humidity measurements.  |  9500-10 displayed]





Data Logger; Relative Humidity/Temperature





$290 


 



Usually Ships in 0 - 2 days









	 

 


[image: Qualification Documentation (IQ/OQ) for Terra Universal System]





Qualification Documentation (IQ/OQ) for Terra Universal System




Request Quote


 









	 

 


[image: Digital thermo-hyrometer console with humidity indicator for cleanroom application, connects to up to 8 wireless remote sensors  |  5401-34 displayed]





Thermo-Hygrometer; Wireless, LCD, 8-Channel, with Remote Sensor





$241 


 



Usually Ships in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: HEPA-filtered FFU coverage provides ISO rated mini-cleanroom environment  |  1870-03B displayed]




Group of 16 products


Softwall CleanBooth™ Vertical Laminar Flow Stations


From 

As low as

$3,162 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: DesiCart, Low Humidity Transport Carts features high-density polyethylene frame, steel rails, and a four chamber acrylic desiccator  |  4002-50B displayed]




Group of 6 products


DesiCart™ Low-Humidity Desiccator Transport Carts


From 

As low as

$3,314 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Stackable portable plastic desiccator dry box chambers maintain clean, dry environment during parts transit  |  9302-20B displayed]




Group of 5 products


Portable Desiccator Dry Boxes


From 

As low as

$451 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Sure-Grip EX safety can storage cabinets protect workers, reduce fire risks, and improve productivity by storing hazardous liquids in high performance  |  2820-00A displayed]




Group of 10 products


Sure-Grip® Flammable Liquid EX Safety Can Storage Cabinets from Justrite


From 

As low as

$1,043 



 



Some ship in 3 - 5 days









	 

 


[image: Undercounter Flammable safety cabinets by Justrite includes dual vents with flame arresters located in the back  |  1619-95 displayed]




Group of 8 products


Sure-Grip® EX Undercounter Flammable Safety Cabinets by Justrite


From 

As low as

$1,033 



 



Some ship in 8 - 12 days









	 

 


[image: Yellow Slimline safety cabinets by Justrite are fire resistant double wall, air insulated and welded steel construction  |  1619-90 displayed]




Group of 3 products


Yellow Slimline Safety Cabinets by Justrite


From 

As low as

$1,138 



 



Some ship in 8 - 12 days









	 

 


[image: Sure-Grip EX deep SlimLine safety cabinets provides OSHA-, NFPA-compliant protection and containment of flammable materials  |  1618-21 displayed]




Group of 10 products


Sure-Grip® EX Deep Slimline Safety Cabinets by Justrite


From 

As low as

$1,858 



 



Some ship in 8 - 12 days









	 

 


[image: Corrosive Storage by Justrite features two manual stainless steel doors with 3-point stainless steel bullet latching system  |  2820-09A displayed]




Group of 4 products


Corrosive Storage Cabinets by Justrite


From 

As low as

$1,318 



 



Some ship in 8 - 12 days









	 

 


[image: Stainless steel BioSafe Cleanroom Clipboards provide non-shedding, durable, conductive surfaces, ideal for aseptic environments  |  1350-00A-2 displayed]




Group of 2 products


BioSafe® Cleanroom Clipboards


From 

As low as

$81 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Palm-Sized Temperature/Humidity Meters available with built-in or probe sensors  |  1401-17 displayed]




Group of 3 products


Palm-Sized Temperature/Humidity Meters


From 

As low as

$551 



 



Some ship in 10 - 16 days









	 

 


[image: PureFlow Laminar Transport Cart system provides an uninterrupted vertical laminar flow of HEPA-filtered air in the storage area  |  1529-68 displayed]




Group of 3 products


PureFlow™ Laminar Flow Transport Carts


From 

As low as

$16,270 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Steel cabinet with fingerprint scanner for secure storage of controlled medications  |  1989-10 displayed]




Group of 2 products


Locking Pharmaceutical Security Cabinets


From 

As low as

$3,517 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Ion bar kit safely neutralizes charges to protect against electro-static charges. Attaches to inside ceiling of glovebox. Ion bar sold separately.  |  2005-92 displayed]




Group of 4 products


Ionizing Bars


From 

As low as

$548 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: This Ionizing Blow-off Gun neutralizes static surface charges and removes particles with a burst of clean air or nitrogen  |  2005-55 displayed]




Group of 2 products


Cleanroom Ionizing Blow-Off Gun


From 

As low as

$964 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Designed with a compact and rugged enclosure, this chart recorder provides accurate record for temperature, humidity, and dew point  |  4801-66 displayed]




Group of 3 products


Chart Recorders – Temperature, Humidity, and Dew Point


From 

As low as

$810 



 



Some ship in 5 - 7 days









	 

 


[image: Terra’s hygro-thermometer offers simultaneous display of temperature and humidity in a large LCD readout  |  5401-21 displayed]




Group of 2 products


Hygro-Thermometers (Large Display)


From 

As low as

$54 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Curing/Drying Cabinets provide dual HEPA/carbon filtration  |  6082-43A displayed]




Group of 5 products


HEPA/ULPA Filtered Curing/Drying Cabinets


From 

As low as

$4,434 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Choose among 3 different sizes of portable nitrogen generator designs to meet your N2 requirements. Suitable for both industrial and commercial applications.]




Group of 6 products


Nitrogen Gas Generators


From 

As low as

$6,685 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Designed to provide reliable gas drying without the hassle and expense  |  9082-01 displayed]




Group of 2 products


Dryex Gas Dryer


From 

As low as

$4,231 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: ULPA filtered fan unit with heater up to 100F, for cleanroom applications  |  6601-24-UT displayed]




Group of 12 products


Heated Fan Filter Units


From 

As low as

$2,375 



 



Some ship in 0 - 2 days









	 

 


[image: Desiccator Trays, Stainless Steel]




Group of 4 products


Desiccator Trays, Stainless Steel


From 

As low as

$284 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Measures temperature from -40 to +212F  |  3710-04A displayed]





Temperature/Relative Humidity Meter; Digital, Probe Sensor, Vaisala, Battery





$1,854 


 



Usually Ships in 12 - 22 days


































Buy Accessories 





Buy Accessories 



	 



 


[image: Acrylic flow meter, valve-2-20SCFH  |  1600-32 displayed]




Flowmeter; Dry Gas, 2-20 SCFH, 2'' Scale, Brass Valve, w/TUI logo, for 4- to 10-Chamber Desiccators




Quick Ship+




In stock

 





$208 


 
Increase Down

Increase Up







+ Cart


+ Quote












	 



 


[image: Provides variable gas purge levels to maintain humidity set points  |  9500-05 displayed]




IsoDry® Dual Purge™, for Desiccator, 120/240VAC, 50/60Hz




Quick Ship+




In stock

 





$3,025 


 
Increase Down

Increase Up







+ Cart


+ Quote












	 



 


[image: Provides variable gas purge levels to maintain humidity set points  |  9500-05 displayed]




IsoDry® Dual Purge™, for Desiccator, 120/240VAC, 50/60Hz




Quick Ship+




Only 1 left in stock

 





$3,025 


 
Increase Down

Increase Up







+ Cart


+ Quote












	 



 


[image: Stainless Steel and powder-coated steel stands adjust to fit cabinets, desiccators and cleanroom equipment of any size.  |  1609-20 displayed]




Adjustable Stand; Powder-Coated Steel, 16" - 26.5"W x 16" - 26.5"D x 5.5"H




In stock

 





$572 


 
Increase Down

Increase Up







+ Cart


+ Quote












	 



 


[image: Small 12"H powder-coated steel desiccator stand; optional casters simplify positioning and cleaning]




Adjustable Stand; Powder-Coated Steel, 16" - 26.5"W x 16" - 26.5"D x 12" - 20"H




In stock

 





$584 


 
Increase Down

Increase Up







+ Cart


+ Quote












	 



 


[image: Small 4"H stainless steel desiccator stand; optional casters simplify positioning and cleaning]




Adjustable Stand; 304 Stainless Steel, 16" - 26.5"W x 16" - 26.5"D x 5.5"H




In stock

 





$742 


 
Increase Down

Increase Up







+ Cart


+ Quote












	 



 


[image: Small 12"H stainless steel desiccator stand; optional casters simplify positioning and cleaning]




Adjustable Stand; 304 Stainless Steel, 16" - 26.5"W x 16" - 26.5"D x 12" - 20"H




In stock

 





$761 


 
Increase Down

Increase Up







+ Cart


+ Quote












	 



 


[image: Small (4") locking latch, catcher included. Grid shows one-inch squares.  |  1603-80 displayed]




LiftLatch; Chrome-Plated, Small, Locking, Upgrade


 





$107 


 
Increase Down

Increase Up







+ Cart


+ Quote












	 



 


[image: Shown on reference grid of 1-inch (25mm) squares  |  1603-40-2-316 displayed]




LiftLatch; 316L SS, Small, Non-Locking




In stock

 





$370 


 
Increase Down

Increase Up







+ Cart


+ Quote












	 



 


[image: Increases security of desiccators and accommodates most standard padlocks.  |  1603-33 displayed]




Locking Bracket; SS, LatchLock, for Single-Chamber Width Desiccators




Quick Ship+




In stock

 





$42 


 
Increase Down

Increase Up







+ Cart


+ Quote












	 



 


[image: Securely holds 2" waffle packs in place.  |  1902-03 displayed]




SS Divider; Option for Faraccator Storage System, 2.5W




Quick Ship+




In stock

 





$2 


 
Increase Down

Increase Up







+ Cart


+ Quote












	 



 


[image: Stores 16,382 temperature readings and 16,382 relative humidity measurements.  |  9500-10 displayed]




Data Logger; Relative Humidity/Temperature




Quick Ship+




In stock

 





$290 


 
Increase Down

Increase Up







+ Cart


+ Quote












	 



 


[image: Portable Nitrogen generator, 24"W x 12"D x 49.25"H, with compact footprint produces up to 99% pure N2 gas  |  2700-11B displayed]




Nitrogen Generator; Powder-Coated Steel, 24"W x 12"D x 49.25"H, 88 ft³/hr @ 99% purity, 100 psig




In stock

 





$10,969 


 
Increase Down

Increase Up







+ Cart


+ Quote












	 



 


[image: Ionizing module safely neutralizes static charges in pressurized desiccator cabinets  |  2006-01 displayed]




Ionizing Module, for Adjust-A-Shelf Desiccator with 4 chambers


 





$1,591 


 
Increase Down

Increase Up







+ Cart


+ Quote












	 



 


[image: Service, ISO 7 Rating Declaration]




Service, ISO 7 Rating Declaration


 




Request Quote


 
Increase Down

Increase Up







+ Cart


+ Quote












	 



 


[image: Warranty; 2 Year, Desiccator, Parts]




Warranty; 2 Year, Desiccator, Parts


 




Request Quote


 
Increase Down

Increase Up







+ Cart


+ Quote












	 



 


[image: Warranty; 3 Year, Desiccator, Parts]




Warranty; 3 Year, Desiccator, Parts


 




Request Quote


 
Increase Down

Increase Up







+ Cart


+ Quote












	 



 


[image: FasTrak 24-7 Expediting Service]




FasTrak 24-7 Expediting Service


 




Request Quote


 
Increase Down

Increase Up







+ Cart


+ Quote












	 



 


[image: UL Listing Declaration for Desiccator and Storage Cabinets]




UL Listing Declaration for Desiccator and Storage Cabinets


 




Request Quote


 
Increase Down

Increase Up







+ Cart


+ Quote












	 



 


[image: Qualification Documentation (IQ/OQ) for Terra Universal System]




Qualification Documentation (IQ/OQ) for Terra Universal System


 




Request Quote


 
Increase Down

Increase Up







+ Cart


+ Quote












	 



 


[image: Equipment Testing]




Equipment Testing


 




Request Quote


 
Increase Down

Increase Up







+ Cart


+ Quote












	 



 


[image: Optional stainless steel door frames extend cabinet's service life.  |  2200-30A displayed]




Door, Complete Assembly, Faraccator; SS Frame, 17.25"W x 13"H


 




Request Quote


 
Increase Down

Increase Up







+ Cart


+ Quote












	 



 


[image: Installed grounding terminal; location may vary depending on product  |  1686-12 displayed]




Grounding for Plastic Desiccator Cabinet or Pass-Through Chamber


 





$144 
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Increase Up
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[image: Trays ensure a clean, static-safe environment inside Terra Faraccators (shown with optional inlays)  |  1902-01 displayed]




Tray; Non-Perforated, 304 Stainless Steel, Large-Width, 15"W x 18"D, Replacement for Faraccator


 





$203 
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[image: Small (4") LiftLatch with Catcher  |  1603-84 displayed]




LiftLatch; Chrome-Plated, Small Non-Locking




Quick Ship+




In stock

 





$196 
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[image: Optional stainless steel door frames extend cabinet's service life.  |  2200-30A displayed]




Door, Complete Assembly, Faraccator; SS Frame, 17.25"W x 13"H
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[image: Terra's Automated RB Valve provides safe pressure release and prevents influx of room air  |  1600-60B displayed]




Automatic RB® (Relief/Bleed); for all Desiccators, Black




Quick Ship+




In stock

 





$147 
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Desiccator Cabinets with Removable Sliding Trays



	


[image: universal adjustable base stands]

Universal Base Stands Offer Excellent Versatility



	


[image: Adjusting universal stand]

Universal Stand Adjusts to Fit a Wide Range of Equipment
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Desiccators: Features and Design overview



	


[image: Smart® Humidity Module upgrade tutorial]

Installing Terra's ValuLine™ Desiccator Smart® Controller
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Leveling your Desiccator



	


[image: Static-Control Desiccator Cabinets]

Clear Acrylic Static-Control Desiccator w/ Inlays



	


[image: Desiccator stainless steel Removable Trays]

Desiccator Removable Stainless Steel Trays
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plastic_desiccators_1_chamber
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Universal adjustable base stands support and stabilize various equipment sizes
Universal Base Stands Offer Excellent Versatility
Universal base stands support and stabilize various equipment sizes. Adjustable telescoping members allow for a precise fit. Choose between stainless and powder-coated steel to fit your desired application.
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Terra's Universal stands easily adjust to fit a wide range of equipment
Universal Stand Adjusts to Fit a Wide Range of Equipment
Terra's Universal stands easily adjust to fit a wide range of equipment. Multi-purpose stand frames are suitable for many types of cleanroom equipment, including refrigerators, freezers, incubators, ovens, and vacuum chambers.
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Desiccators: Features and Design overview
Terra's nitrogen-purged desiccator cabinets meet dry storage requirements as low as 1% relative humidity. Standardization simplifies component upgrade, retrofit and replacement. Terra's Smart controllers allow setpoint control and even multiplexed purging for the most critical humidity requirements.
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[image: Smart® Humidity Module upgrade tutorial]






How-To: Install Terra's ValuLine™ Smart® Controller
Installing Terra's ValuLine™ Desiccator Smart® Controller
How to upgrade your standard ValuLine ES Desiccator with an upgraded Smart® Humidity Module in only a few minutes. This Smart® add-on transforms your manual gas control desiccator into an automatic purge control system.
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Leveling your Desiccator
Learn how to properly level your plastic or stainless steel desiccator cabinet, as well as instructions to align the doors.
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[image: Static-Control Desiccator Cabinets]





Shown in 1-4 chamber with optional stand, dual purge, nitrowatch, ground watch and gas distributor.  | 1918-00A displayed
Clear Acrylic Static-Control Desiccator w/ Inlays
Faraday-design provides 100% static safety; conforms to DOD HDBK 263 and MIL-SPEC 1686. Fabricated of clear acrylic or Static-Dissipative PVC, storage systems provide full 360-degree viewing of stored components.












[image: Desiccator stainless steel Removable Trays]





Slide-out stainless steel trays are easy to remove from noncontaminating slides
Desiccator Removable Stainless Steel Trays
Slide-out Faraccator stainless steel trays are easy to remove from noncontaminating slides.
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Features and Benefits


Learn More: Static-Safe Desiccators
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 Static-Safe Desiccator Construction
   [image: alt] 



 Even the slightest static discharge can spell disaster for today’s delicate components. Because the dangers of ESD (electrostatic discharge) are amplified in a low humidity environment, Terra strongly urges that you consider these measures as part of your static control program.
 Static electricity is an excess or deficiency of electrons on a surface. The total number of deficient or excess electrons determines the charge on that surface. A surface exhibiting an excess of electrons is charged negatively, and an electron-deficient surface is charged positively.
 Although static electricity has plagued the semiconductor manufacturing industry ever since the advent of integrated circuitry, its effects pose especially serious problems to today’s miniaturized, sophisticated, and expensive components. These devices can be seriously damaged or destroyed by charges much smaller than a person can typically detect.
 How are Electrostatic Charges Generated?
 Electrostatic charges are usually generated by friction between and/or separation of two dissimilar materials, at least one of which is a nonconductor or a poor conductor of electricity. The accumulated charge (static) resides on the surface of, rather than within, the charged nonconductive object.
 Electrostatic discharge (ESD) occurs when an accumulated charge (which may be present on an operator, the operator’s clothing, or on any other non-conductive object) is discharged through a conductor (which may be part of a wafer, a chip, or a packaged device), and it may occur whenever the electrostatic potential corresponding to accumulated charge is great enough.
 Acrylic or Static-Dissipative PVC Shell
 Acrylic, the most common plastic used in storage enclosures, is a prolific static generator. The act of cleaning an acrylic desiccator with a cleanroom wiper is enough to generate surface charges that can discharge onto semiconductor components. One way to avoid potentially disastrous static damage is to select Static-Dissipative PVC.
  This material not only dissipates static charges safely, but it also eliminates the particle attraction that static charges create. Surfaces stay clean, inside and out, making this material perfect for use in Class 1 cleanrooms.
 Because static-dissipative PVC is transparent and highly durable, it can be used in place of acrylic in nearly any application, desiccators included. It features a surface resistivity of approximately 107 ohms per square, placing it in the “dissipative range”. It is completely noncontaminating—with no measurable outgassing—and it resists a wide range of chemicals.
  Note: To protect Static-Dissipative PVC surfaces, desiccators made of this material must include stainless steel shields installed at the bottom of each chamber.
  Fabricated of clear acrylic or Static-Dissipative PVC, Static-Safe Storage Systems provide full 360-degree viewing of stored components. Solvent-welding and contamination-free materials guarantee a clean environment free of outgassing. Static-Safe desiccator cabinets house from one to four compartments of two different widths (see dimensional chart). Because our desiccator components are standardized, you can easily replace a damaged door.
 
 
   Stainless Steel Slide-Out Drawers and Runners
 [image: alt] 


 The system's 304 stainless steel trays create a Faraday cage that shields stored materials against electro-static discharge (ESD). They can be easily removed and used as handling trays, eliminating the need to touch—and possibly to contaminate—sensitive microelectronic components.
 The trays mount easily into the system's runners to become slide-out drawers. Runners feature an easy-glide suspension system that supports up to 40 lbs (18.1 kg). when fully extended and allows full access to every inch of drawer space. Two-drawer compartments provide 5.25" (133 mm) of clearance and include 5”-deep (127mm) trays suitable for 4" (102 mm) waffle packs; three-drawer compartments provide 3.1875" (81 mm) of clearance and are available with 2”-deep or 3”-deep trays, suitable for 2" (51 mm) waffle packs.
 Stainless steel inlays, included in Static-Safe desiccators with 2”-deep trays, are slotted every .375” (10 mm) to permit easy insertion of stainless steel dividers (order separately). Inlay packages allow front-to-back storage of up to 192 2-inch waffle packs (with retaining dividers) in small trays, and up to 240 2-inch waffle packs in large trays.
 For enhanced static-control, select a Static-Safe Desiccator made of static-dissipative PVC, which dissipates surface charges that can attract and hold particles.
[image: alt] 


 Although the Static-Safe desiccator configuration does not form the closed box that Faraday described, both shield and tray are at the same potential and no electric field can exist within the volume they enclose. This effect can be demonstrated simply by directing an electrical discharge at the opening between the shield and the tray. The discharge never enters the cavity, and any stored materials inside remain completely shielded from the effects of the discharge.
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Faraday Cage Design Shields against Eletro-Static Discharge (ESD) 

ESD safe desiccator cabinets include ground slide-out trays to create a Faraday cage, shielding sensitive microelectronics in storage from electro-static discharge (ESD).
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Automatic Relief/Bleed Valve 

Terra's Automatic Relief/Bleed (RB) Valve opens up at 0.01 PSI, relieving overpressure that could damage desiccators; also works as a check valve to prevent influx of room air.
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Replacement Stainless Steel Trays 

Removable stainless steel trays, included with the desiccator, can be outfitted with stainless steel inlays and dividers (shown here) for space-efficient storage of die (“waffle”) packs.
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High Caliber Hardware 

Seemingly small details like latches, ports, glides and hinges are often overlooked or ignored by other manufacturers, and later become the point of costly recurring maintenance or equipment failure. Terra’s products are made of long lasting, cleanroom compatible, top tier hardware. Individual components are carefully designed and rigorously tested to guarantee the highest quality, durability, and craftsmanship.
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Reinforced Doors with Non-adhesive Gaskets 

Stainless steel door frames extend desiccator life; one-piece fused gaskets are non-outgassing, will not creep or sag
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Built-in Plenum Distributes Dry Gas to Each Chamber 

Manual flowmeter or automated system controls nitrogen flow rates to maintain RH across entire cabinet. Built-in plenum distributes dry gas to each chamber.
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Durable Embedded Static-Dissipative Layers 

Terra's SDPVC features bonded dissipative layers that resist abrasion. SDPVC desiccators retain their surface resistivity of 106 - 108 ohms/square indefinitely (unlike spray-on coatings that can wear off after a few years), protecting your materials against ESD damage. Further, the control of static charges eliminates particle attractions, helping maintain clean surfaces.
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Doors - The First Failure Point of a Desiccator Cabinet 

Terra’s stainless steel door frames eliminate the need for internal reinforcements, which create particle surfaces and compromise cleaning. Unlike other doors with glue-on anti-bow pieces, Terra’s doors use no adhesives. This eliminates particle traps, sources of outgassing—and extends the strength and service life of the desiccator.
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Desiccator Plenum Chamber For Uniform Gas Distribution 

Multi-chamber desiccator cabinets include a perforated plenum to minimize back fill, ensure uniform gas distribution to all chambers and increase cabinet strength
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Highest Standards For Desiccators and Electronic Components 

Terra’s desiccator cabinets and RH control systems are designed and built to the highest standards required by defense and semiconductor industries for long-term reliability and protection against damage, injuries, and electrical hazards.
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Continuous Product Improvement 

At Terra, we strive to develop and produce the highest quality products for our customers to improve health, safety, performance, and yields. Our product quality is enabled by high-grade manufacturing equipment and processes, 45 years of engineering and application expertise, and our commitment to continuously improve.
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Long-Term Customers 

Terra is committed to building long-term relationships with satisfied clients; 94% of orders each year come from repeat customers
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Catalog of CE-Marked Products 

Terra offers over 1,700 CE-marked products configured for international voltage requirements
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Products Compliant With Your ISO Rating 

Provide Terra with your desired ISO rating. We will tailor the product to meet your rating and supply a certificate of compliance appended to your invoice, to be included in your compliance package. All certificates are archived in Terra's system for quick retrieval.
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Rapid Drying of Hygroscopic Material 

Terra's gas-purged desiccators utilize a rapid flow of inert nitrogen to quickly dry hygroscopic samples and components











Popular Accessories

For a full list of accessories, select a product then click Choose Accessories on that product page.
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Learn More






Universal Base Stands Offer Excellent Versatility 

Universal base stands support and stabilize various equipment sizes. Adjustable telescoping members allow for a precise fit. Choose between stainless and powder-coated steel to fit your desired application.






	



[image: Adjusting universal stand]








Universal Stand Adjusts to Fit a Wide Range of Equipment 

Terra's Universal stands easily adjust to fit a wide range of equipment. Multi-purpose stand frames are suitable for many types of cleanroom equipment, including refrigerators, freezers, incubators, ovens, and vacuum chambers.






	



[image: Compact portable n2 generator with compressor, gas cylinder, and model]




Learn More






Compact Portable N2 Generator for Laboratory Use 

The compact enclosed cabinet reduces noise levels to 60dB measured from 3ft away.






	



[image: Universal Adjustable Equipment Base Stands]








Universal Adjustable Equipment Base Stands 

Stainless steel or powder-coated steel, cleanroom-compliant stands easily adjust to fit industry-standard cabinets, desiccators, vacuum chambers, refrigerators, incubators and ovens. Raises equipment to ergonomic height to support disinfection and sample monitoring.






	



[image: Relative Humidity and Temperature Data Logger]








Relative Humidity and Temperature Data Logger 

Simply plug the USB-502 logger into any USB port on your PC to name the logger, set your start time and date, sample rate, units (ºC or ºF), and hi/lo alarms—then place in controlled atmospher chamber to start logging data.






	



[image: Desiccator Tray Stainless Steel Divider]








Stainless Steel Divider for Desiccator Storage System, 4.5W 

Stainless steel desiccator Tray Dividers with labeling edges allow secure, organized storage of die packs and other small parts.






	



[image: Stainless Steel Inlays]








Stainless Steel Inlays 

Stainless steel inlays (included) with slots every .375” (10mm) to permit easy insertion of dividers, creating storage bins for standard die (“waffle”) packs.






	



[image: Small, medium, and large laboratory nitrogen generator systems]




Learn More






Laboratory Nitrogen Generator 

Terra’s Nitrogen Generators provide a continuous, reliable supply of clean, dry nitrogen up to 99% pure to eliminate dependence on bulky canisters to operate desiccators and glove boxes.






	



[image: Ionizing Module Installed on Desiccator Cabinet]




Learn More






Desiccator Cabinet Ionizing Module 

Ionizing modules are available for desiccator cabinets, glove boxes and other enclosures to ensure static-safe storage and processing (shown: ionizing unit on 2-chamber desiccator)






	



[image: Dual Purge and NitroWatch nitrogen control systems maintain low-rh set-point inside a desiccator or glove box]




Learn More






Dual Purge™ and NitroWatch™ Work Together to Fully Automate RH Control 

Terra's Dual Purge™ and NitroWatch™ operate in tandem to precisely and automatically control the flow of nitrogen and maintain a preset humidity level (from ambient to 0% ± 1.5% RH), no matter how operating conditions may change.






	



[image: Automatic RH control system with built-in data logging]








Data Logging with 113,000 Readings at User Defined Intervals 

Terra's Smart® IsoDry® Nitro-Watch™ logs RH, temp, door open/close, purge on/off, and sensor removal/attachment. The max data file size is roughly 4 MB or 113,000 readings. This is approximately 32 hours of data when logging at 1 second intervals, 2 weeks at 10 second intervals, 6 weeks at 30 second intervals, or 12 weeks at 1 minute intervals. When the system reaches the 4MB limit, data begins to wrap, overwriting oldest data with new.






	



[image: csv download icon for data logging humidity control system]








Plug & Play Data Logging 

Plug in a USB flash drive to your Smart® IsoDry® Nitro-Watch™ to transfer data in .CSV format. No software required.
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[image: Series 300 large double-door stainless steel desiccator cabinet with SDPVC viewing windows]




Group of 10 products


Extra-Large Stainless Steel Desiccator Cabinets, Double Door Bulk Storage


From 

As low as

$2,204 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: IsoDry nitrogen desiccator cabinets provide unsurpassed humidity uniformity; acrylic lends strength and visiblity of stored parts. Shown with optional controlle  |  3950-36F-ISO displayed]




Group of 16 products


IsoDry® Nitrogen Desiccator Cabinets


From 

As low as

$3,508 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Series 100 Kiticcator SDPVC Desiccator cabinet, shown with optional stand, RH-controls, and door frames  |  8005-00B displayed]




Group of 12 products


Kiticcator™ Kitting Tray Drawer Desiccator Cabinets


From 

As low as

$2,222 



 



Some ship in 15 - 21 days
































Other products you may find relevant




	 

 


[image: Stainless Steel and powder-coated steel stands adjust to fit cabinets, desiccators and cleanroom equipment of any size.  |  1609-20 displayed]




Group of 48 products


Universal Adjustable Base Stands


From 

As low as

$572 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Closed-cell PVC foam gasketing withstands dry environment inside desiccators  |  1100-26 displayed]





Gasketing, PVC Foam, Desiccator Door; 1/8" Thick, 3/8"W, White Norex, 50 ft. long





$85 


 



Usually Ships in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Shown with optional SS wire supports.  |  3607-03 displayed]





Stainless Steel Rack; for Tape and Reel Desiccator, 23.5''W x 7.75"D x 0.75''H





$157 


 



Usually Ships in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Accuracy: 5% @ 25C from 10% to 90%RH  |  5401-17 displayed]





Psychrometer; Digital, Handheld, AAA Batteries





$126 


 



Usually Ships in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Sealed outer shell is fabricated of static-dissipative PVC for additional ESD protection  |  2650-99 displayed]





Mobile Desiccator Cabinet; 1 Chamber, Static Dissipative PVC, 23.75" W x 28.875" D x 60.25" H ID





$7,201 


 



Usually Ships in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Stores 16,382 temperature readings and 16,382 relative humidity measurements.  |  9500-10 displayed]





Data Logger; Relative Humidity/Temperature





$290 


 



Usually Ships in 0 - 2 days









	 

 


[image: Qualification Documentation (IQ/OQ) for Terra Universal System]





Qualification Documentation (IQ/OQ) for Terra Universal System




Request Quote


 









	 

 


[image: Digital thermo-hyrometer console with humidity indicator for cleanroom application, connects to up to 8 wireless remote sensors  |  5401-34 displayed]





Thermo-Hygrometer; Wireless, LCD, 8-Channel, with Remote Sensor





$241 


 



Usually Ships in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: HEPA-filtered FFU coverage provides ISO rated mini-cleanroom environment  |  1870-03B displayed]




Group of 16 products


Softwall CleanBooth™ Vertical Laminar Flow Stations


From 

As low as

$3,162 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: DesiCart, Low Humidity Transport Carts features high-density polyethylene frame, steel rails, and a four chamber acrylic desiccator  |  4002-50B displayed]




Group of 6 products


DesiCart™ Low-Humidity Desiccator Transport Carts


From 

As low as

$3,314 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Stackable portable plastic desiccator dry box chambers maintain clean, dry environment during parts transit  |  9302-20B displayed]




Group of 5 products


Portable Desiccator Dry Boxes


From 

As low as

$451 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Sure-Grip EX safety can storage cabinets protect workers, reduce fire risks, and improve productivity by storing hazardous liquids in high performance  |  2820-00A displayed]




Group of 10 products


Sure-Grip® Flammable Liquid EX Safety Can Storage Cabinets from Justrite


From 

As low as

$1,043 



 



Some ship in 3 - 5 days









	 

 


[image: Undercounter Flammable safety cabinets by Justrite includes dual vents with flame arresters located in the back  |  1619-95 displayed]




Group of 8 products


Sure-Grip® EX Undercounter Flammable Safety Cabinets by Justrite


From 

As low as

$1,033 



 



Some ship in 8 - 12 days









	 

 


[image: Yellow Slimline safety cabinets by Justrite are fire resistant double wall, air insulated and welded steel construction  |  1619-90 displayed]




Group of 3 products


Yellow Slimline Safety Cabinets by Justrite


From 

As low as

$1,138 



 



Some ship in 8 - 12 days









	 

 


[image: Sure-Grip EX deep SlimLine safety cabinets provides OSHA-, NFPA-compliant protection and containment of flammable materials  |  1618-21 displayed]




Group of 10 products


Sure-Grip® EX Deep Slimline Safety Cabinets by Justrite


From 

As low as

$1,858 



 



Some ship in 8 - 12 days









	 

 


[image: Corrosive Storage by Justrite features two manual stainless steel doors with 3-point stainless steel bullet latching system  |  2820-09A displayed]




Group of 4 products


Corrosive Storage Cabinets by Justrite


From 

As low as

$1,318 



 



Some ship in 8 - 12 days









	 

 


[image: Stainless steel BioSafe Cleanroom Clipboards provide non-shedding, durable, conductive surfaces, ideal for aseptic environments  |  1350-00A-2 displayed]




Group of 2 products


BioSafe® Cleanroom Clipboards


From 

As low as

$81 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Palm-Sized Temperature/Humidity Meters available with built-in or probe sensors  |  1401-17 displayed]




Group of 3 products


Palm-Sized Temperature/Humidity Meters


From 

As low as

$551 



 



Some ship in 10 - 16 days









	 

 


[image: PureFlow Laminar Transport Cart system provides an uninterrupted vertical laminar flow of HEPA-filtered air in the storage area  |  1529-68 displayed]




Group of 3 products


PureFlow™ Laminar Flow Transport Carts


From 

As low as

$16,270 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Steel cabinet with fingerprint scanner for secure storage of controlled medications  |  1989-10 displayed]




Group of 2 products


Locking Pharmaceutical Security Cabinets


From 

As low as

$3,517 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Ion bar kit safely neutralizes charges to protect against electro-static charges. Attaches to inside ceiling of glovebox. Ion bar sold separately.  |  2005-92 displayed]




Group of 4 products


Ionizing Bars


From 

As low as

$548 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: This Ionizing Blow-off Gun neutralizes static surface charges and removes particles with a burst of clean air or nitrogen  |  2005-55 displayed]




Group of 2 products


Cleanroom Ionizing Blow-Off Gun


From 

As low as

$964 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Designed with a compact and rugged enclosure, this chart recorder provides accurate record for temperature, humidity, and dew point  |  4801-66 displayed]




Group of 3 products


Chart Recorders – Temperature, Humidity, and Dew Point


From 

As low as

$810 



 



Some ship in 5 - 7 days









	 

 


[image: Terra’s hygro-thermometer offers simultaneous display of temperature and humidity in a large LCD readout  |  5401-21 displayed]




Group of 2 products


Hygro-Thermometers (Large Display)


From 

As low as

$54 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Curing/Drying Cabinets provide dual HEPA/carbon filtration  |  6082-43A displayed]




Group of 5 products


HEPA/ULPA Filtered Curing/Drying Cabinets


From 

As low as

$4,434 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Choose among 3 different sizes of portable nitrogen generator designs to meet your N2 requirements. Suitable for both industrial and commercial applications.]




Group of 6 products


Nitrogen Gas Generators


From 

As low as

$6,685 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Designed to provide reliable gas drying without the hassle and expense  |  9082-01 displayed]




Group of 2 products


Dryex Gas Dryer


From 

As low as

$4,231 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: ULPA filtered fan unit with heater up to 100F, for cleanroom applications  |  6601-24-UT displayed]




Group of 12 products


Heated Fan Filter Units


From 

As low as

$2,375 



 



Some ship in 0 - 2 days









	 

 


[image: Desiccator Trays, Stainless Steel]




Group of 4 products


Desiccator Trays, Stainless Steel


From 

As low as

$284 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Measures temperature from -40 to +212F  |  3710-04A displayed]





Temperature/Relative Humidity Meter; Digital, Probe Sensor, Vaisala, Battery





$1,854 


 



Usually Ships in 12 - 22 days
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On a tight schedule? Choose FasTrak 24/7 Priority Service to help meet your critical schedule for Terra-manufactured products, either before or after your order is placed.*

	FasTrak 24/7 provides a 24/7 commitment to meet the shipping date YOU specify, regardless of quoted lead times.
	FasTrak 24/7 assigns a dedicated production team plus a dedicated senior expeditor working three shifts to meet your delivery specification.
	FasTrak 24/7 guarantees* to meet the agreed-to specified ship date.


Call for pricing. FasTrak service fees cover costs of additional services only, without additional profit.

 * Terra's FasTrak services limited guarantee: to ship on the ESD or date specified OR to refund up to 100% of FasTrak charges. This guarantee covers no direct, special, consequential or other damages and is strictly limited to up to 100% of the amount paid for FasTrak service. When a specified ship date is missed due to factors outside Terra's control (vendor performance, deliveries by shipping companies, etc.) and random factors such as accidents, the credit of up to 100% of the FasTrak 24/7 may not apply. FasTrak service requested after order placement will be quoted and accepted based on available time remaining before required ship date.
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 Receive 10% OFF your first order.








Continue
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TerraUniversal.com

Critical Environment Solutions®





















Pricing and specs are subject to change without notice. Call +1 (714) 578-6100 or read our terms and conditions for more information.







Terra Universal +1 (714) 578-6100

[email protected]

Hours Mon - Fri, 07:00 AM - 06:00 PM (Pacific Time)

800 S. Raymond Ave., Fullerton, CA 92831

More contact options
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